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Shipton’s Arch, First Ascent. In May, Sam Lightner, Nancy Feagin, Jeremy Schmidt, Gordon
Wiltsie, and I went on a mini-adventure to revisit an arch originally introduced to the west
ern world by Eric Shipton. The arch lies in the Kara Tagh, a tiny mountain range 25 or 30
miles northwest of Kashgar in China’s Xinjiang Province, and towers at least 1,200 feet above
the narrow gorge it spans. The fact that no one has visited it since Shipton seems odd. But the
arch is hidden within an obscure, crumbly range of conglomerate, and is surrounded by maze
like slot canyons. It is impossible to see without some careful research, some persistence, and
some good luck. Or you can simply wander a little ways northwest of Kashgar, ask any local
goat herder, and he’ll tell you just how to get there.
Our trip was organized by Jeremy Schmidt, who had won the backing of the National
Geographic Society by pitching our trip both as a journey of exploration and a journey back
in time to learn about Shipton and his wanderings in the vast expanses of northwest China. I
had seen the arch from a distance in 1993 and had given Jeremy the idea of refinding it. Sam
Lightner Jr. had added the challenge of climbing the arch, fleshing out the trip.
Once in Kashgar, it took us only a couple of days to reconnoiter the mountain range,
known as the Kara Tagh by the local Uygers and Tajiks. By following the directions given to
us by local goat herders, we spotted the arch. We then hired a local guide to show us the prop
er slot canyon that led to the arch from the south side of the range. He took us about halfway
there before we ran out of daylight.
But Shipton (and his wife) had written that the approach from the north, though harder to
find initially, was easier to follow. So we swung around to the north, where another goat
herder took us all the way there— about a three-hour hike up a narrow canyon with a few short
but vertical chimneys that are slippery when wet.
Once established at the base of the arch, Sam, Nancy, and I climbed up its west arm, plac
ing a couple of bolts for each belay and six or seven bolts for protection along the way. We
climbed approximately 600 vertical feet to attain the summit.
The climbing up the western arm is generally easy fifth class with one or two over

hangs that went at about 5.6. The rock is loose conglomerate. The exposure is similar to
the East Ridge of W olf’s Head in the Wind Rivers with several hundred more feet of expo
sure on either side.
Having climbed the arch and done some measurements via a wild rappel undertaken by
Sam, we proceeded to rappel down the 800-foot wall that led down to the slot canyon beneath
the arch. We rappelled off double bolt anchors placed in relatively solid, water-polished con
glomerate. Once down, we threaded our way southward out the slot canyon, reaching in a few
hours the point to which we had been led before by our local guide and completing our jour
ney through the Kara Tagh.
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